
ESSAY ON PHILATELY

Words Essay on Philately. Article shared by. Philately is the study of revenue and postage stamps which may include
their design, production and uses after.

With the various methods of collecting scientific research data coming under scrutiny when it involves
researching the human, it is only logical that with the advancement of the internet and how humans use it, that
internet research should also fall within these guidelines This is called topical collecting. Float the stamps in
the bowl with the picture side up. A Tasmani in stamp will tell us of waterfalls and lakes in that island
Australia. Most stamps are called "regulars" because they are intended for use on regular mail. Stamps also
carry geographical information. Spread out the wet stamps on a paper towel or old newspapers to dry. Early
postage stamps The first postage stamps for the prepayment of letter postage were issued in England in  Torn
stamps are not considered "collectible. The rounded spatula type tongs are the most convenient ones. Tongs
cost anywhere from a couple of dollars to quite a few. Initially all stamps were definitives picturing people --
royalty for most stamps from British Commonwealth countries and dead presidents and other famous people
for the United States. Sometimes the size and number of perforations o are helpful in identifying stamps. The
stamp then slides inside the mount and is displayed through the transparent front. A magnifying glass helps
you examine stamps by making them appear larger. It is a serious hobby for some and they might even hold
exhibitions of their prized collections. Glassine envelopes are made of a special thin, see-through paper that
protects stamps from grease and air. The prepaid envelopes were laughed out of existence owing to their
ridiculous designs, but the stamps were an immediate success: a one-penny design in black and a two-penny
one in blue, both bearing a profile of Queen Victoria, went on sale to the public on May 1, , and were good for
use from May 6. Purpose The purpose for which the stamp was issued offers yet another way of classification.
After a few days your stamps will be ready to be included in your collection. Glue, tape and other commercial
adhesives damage stamps, so it is advisable to use only stamp hinges and stamp mounts that are specially
designed for postage stamp display. For instance, birds, insects, faces of famous people, flowers, sports, maps
etc. Not every philatelist collects stamps, however, and many collectors hoard rare stamps without getting
involved with the tiny details behind each commemorative adhesive postmark.


